
IPFS Coordinator Open Forum Call 

December 28, 2016 

10:00 am to 11:00 am 

Welcome and Introductions 

 State your name and county 

o Jody, Brandi, Carol, Julie F., Janet, Julie H. 

 

 Please share something from your Christmas holiday  

Action Plan Report Revisions 

 Questions or comments 

o Some coordinators were asked to add additional information moving forward since 

implementation was different for each county. 

Quarterly Report due January 27, 2017 

 Questions or comments 

o The report will be in a different format which includes an Action Plan report. There will 

be a fidelity component included in the status report. The Action Plans will be the 

progress on each of the steps for each strategy. 

Other Discussion Topics 

 Questions for Julie Hibben 

o Cheryl and Julie reviewing CLI’s and plan to have comments back by Friday. As soon as 

possible make revisions and resubmit. They are due mid-January, so make sure they are 

completed as soon as possible. Ask Julie or Cheryl if you have any questions. This long 

version is only one time a year. 

o Community Checkbox reporting. As long as it’s connected to the action plan, report it. 

Don’t include meetings not related to your Action Plan. If it’s related to a specific 

strategy and part of the action step, then include it. If there are several services included 

to complete one action step, include it. Important to record process data. Strategy 

meetings can be considered DA depending on what they are working on at the meeting. 

You can include each meeting you have for your strategies.  

 How are coordinator’s collecting coalition work? Including copies of files. 

Anything captured in evaluation plan should be in the Indicators. Include in CCB 

and any data from strategy and any outcomes (numbers) included in the 

Indicator. Indicator’s cannot be entered yet. KU is working on it. After first of 

year will get an announcement when it is available. If coalition members are 

working on a strategy, like law enforcement and it’s related to an action step, 

list it in CCB.  

 It will be helpful in CLI to document any in-kind work. Resources Generated in 

CCB is a code where in-kind work can be recorded.  



 SPF works best by building relationships. IPFS does not have the same 

expectation as Comp. 

 What is working with the media campaign? Julie F. got a CD from Colleen at 

IDPH and her radio station is running the shorter 20 second PSA for free—3 

times a day for several weeks. They are looking at running something at the 

movie theatre.  

 Jody got some free radio spots on their emergency station. Trying to get posters 

out now and getting pre-survey data done for their evaluation plan. Carol is in 

the same spot with interviews with youth.  

 Jody attended a webinar on sustainability which provided forms to determine if 

a strategy was worth sustaining. The forms are optional tools you can use and 

they will be posted on the CCB. 

 

 Updates from Julie 

o Working on getting CLI completed.  

o Meeting with the CAPT about training. Training on fidelity and sustainability planning.  

o Clare has set up times for meeting with the coordinators. She is a consultant with the 

IPFS project and is coordinating training efforts. Email Clare if you have not talked with 

her about your training needs.  

 

  

 

 


